
Curriculum Plan Subject Spanish Year Y7 

 W/C 10th January W/C 17th January W/C 24th January 

How you will access home 

learning 

All work will be set in your Microsoft Teams Group. If you are working from home, you should check your Teams 

group on the day that you have Spanish on your timetable.  

Key reference materials can be found in Microsoft Teams. If there is no work on Teams, please use the below.  

How you be able to 

interact with your teacher 

and gain feedback on your 

work 

You can interact with your teacher by asking any questions about the work by using the chat function on your Microsoft Team 

Class 

Retrieval 
How we will help you to 

recall previously learnt 

knowledge 

New Module 

Previous structures will also be revisited and 

reinforced alongside new language and 

phrases. 

Vocab test 1 to be sent via SMHW – send mark to 
teacher 

https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-

que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

Previous vocab and structures will also be 

revisited and reinforced alongside new 

language and phrases within new tasks set. 

Mind map key vocab  

https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-

que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

Previous vocab and structures will also be 

revisited and reinforced alongside new 

language and phrases within new tasks set. 
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What you will be 

learning about this 

week 

Me gusta + hobbies 
(infinitive phrases) 
Likes and dislikes 

 

Reasons for opinions 
Forming extended sentences 

using porque 
 

 

Saying what you do in your spare 

time - 1st person phrases 

Frequency phrases  

Present tense ar verbs 

How we will teach 

you the new 

knowledge or ideas 

https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-

que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-

que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-

frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

 

 

 

 
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-

que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-

frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

 
 

Activities that will 

help you learn and 

Vocab - Use the Internet or a dictionary to 

compile your own vocab list of useful key 

words and phrases for the above topic. 

Vocab - Use the Internet or a dictionary to 

compile your own vocab list of useful key 

words and phrases for the above topic. 

Vocab - Use the Internet or a dictionary to 

compile your own vocab list of useful key 

words and phrases for the above topic. 

https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/340293778/viva-1-mod-2-u1-que-te-gusta-hacer-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/


practice what you’ve 

been taught 

 Compare with the module vocab sheet and 

amend / add to your own list. 

Spend at least 30 minutes on the above 

Quizlet link. 

Hobbies - KS2 Spanish - BBC Bitesize - BBC 
Bitesize 

 

Create a PowerPoint presentation to teach 

others the new vocab / structures / grammar 

from the above. 

 

Independent study tasks set via Teams - 

PowerPoint presentation /  Reading 

comprehension / writing / translation tasks  

 

Learn the meanings and spellings of the key 

vocab (from the above Quizlet list or the 

vocab list saved in Teams)                                                 

Complete Quizlet games and test  - aim for 

85%                                                             

Use the key vocab and structures from this 

module to write your own extended sentences 

/ paragraph / poster on this topic  (see vocab 

sheet)                                                      

Create a mind map (from memory) to test 

yourself on the key vocab / language 

                                                                                    

Assigned Kahoot 

 

 

 Compare with the module vocab sheet and 

amend / add to your own list. 

Spend at least 30 minutes on the above 

Quizlet link. 

 

Create a PowerPoint presentation to teach 

others the new vocab / structures / grammar 

from the above. 

 

Independent study tasks set via Teams - 

PowerPoint presentation /  Reading 

comprehension / writing / translation tasks  

 

Learn the meanings and spellings of the key 

vocab (from the above Quizlet list or the 

vocab list saved in Teams)                                                 

Complete Quizlet games and test  - aim for 

85%                                                             

Use the key vocab and structures from this 

module to write your own extended sentences 

/ paragraph / poster on this topic  (see vocab 

sheet)                                                      

Create a mind map (from memory) to test 

yourself on the key vocab / language 

                                                                                    

Assigned Kahoot 

 

 Compare with the module vocab sheet and 

amend / add to your own list. 

Spend at least 30 minutes on the above 

Quizlet link. 

 

The present tense - KS3 Spanish - BBC 
Bitesize - BBC Bitesize (ar verbs only) 

 
languages online (first three sections) 

 

Create a PowerPoint presentation to teach 

others the new vocab / structures / grammar 

from the above. 

 

Independent study tasks set via Teams - 

PowerPoint presentation /  Reading 

comprehension / writing / translation tasks  

 

Learn the meanings and spellings of the key 

vocab (from the above Quizlet list or the 

vocab list saved in Teams)                                                 

Complete Quizlet games and test  - aim for 

85%                                                             

Use the key vocab and structures from this 

module to write your own extended sentences 

/ paragraph / poster on this topic  (see vocab 

sheet)                                                      

Create a mind map (from memory) to test 

yourself on the key vocab / language 

                                                                                    

Assigned Kahoot 

 

What you can do if 

you are stuck 

Please see the vocabulary list and vocab test preparation sheet for this topic. These are saved in G:\Languages\Key MFL Documents for 

Pupils and Parents, also on the MFL page of the school website and in your class’s Microsoft Teams. 

Look carefully through your book / vocab sheets to find previously taught vocabulary, phrases and grammar you need to adapt, eg. connectives, 

adjectives. Look at model sentences and paragraphs in the resources you are sent and adapt those rather than starting from scratch. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh7wqp3/articles/zw4dg7h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh7wqp3/articles/zw4dg7h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/z63n7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg9mhyc/articles/z63n7nb
https://www.languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Presente/index.htm
file://///amazon/groupdirs/Languages/Key%20MFL%20Documents%20for%20Pupils%20and%20Parents
file://///amazon/groupdirs/Languages/Key%20MFL%20Documents%20for%20Pupils%20and%20Parents


 

 

Avoid internet translators as it doesn’t show us what you can do for yourself. If we can see where you are having difficulty, then we are more 

able to help you. 

You can also ask any questions to your teacher through SMHW or email. Please be as specific as you can so we can support you. 



 W/C 31st January W/C 7th February 

How you will access home 

learning 

All work will be set in your Microsoft Teams Group. If you are working 

from home, you should check your Teams group on the day that you have 

Spanish on your timetable.  

Key reference materials can be found in Microsoft Teams. If there is no 

work on Teams, please use the below.  

How you be able to 

interact with your 

teacher and gain 

feedback on your work 

You can interact with your teacher by asking any questions about the work by using the 

chat function on your Microsoft Team Class 

Retrieval 
How we will help you to 

recall previously learnt 

knowledge 

https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-

que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-

frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/ 

Previous vocab and structures will also be 

revisited and reinforced alongside new language 

and phrases within new tasks set. 
 

https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-

study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/ 

 
Previous vocab and structures will also be 

revisited and reinforced alongside new 

language and phrases within new tasks set. 
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What you will be 

learning about this 

week 

-AR verbs The weather / seasons 

How we will teach 

you the new 

knowledge or ideas 

Talking about what you do with other 
people (Part 1/2) (thenational.academy) and 

part 2 

 

Grammar and verb formation via PowerPoint and 

worksheets 

https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-

study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/  

 

 

https://quizlet.com/370916333/viva-1-mod-

2-que-tiempo-hace-las-estaciones-ypl-nd-

flash-cards/  

 

https://youtu.be/NfLaZsePUz4 

Sentences structures modelled via PowerPoint 

/ worksheets. 

https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916100/viva-1-mod-2-que-haces-en-tu-tiempo-libre-expresiones-de-frecuencia-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/talking-about-what-you-do-with-other-people-part-12-6rv34c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/talking-about-what-you-do-with-other-people-part-12-6rv34c
https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/126458106/estudiar-to-study-tenses-ypl-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916333/viva-1-mod-2-que-tiempo-hace-las-estaciones-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916333/viva-1-mod-2-que-tiempo-hace-las-estaciones-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/370916333/viva-1-mod-2-que-tiempo-hace-las-estaciones-ypl-nd-flash-cards/
https://youtu.be/NfLaZsePUz4


https://youtu.be/IoJmchlWJks 

Activities that will 

help you learn and 

practice what 

you’ve been taught 

    Vocab - Use the Internet or a dictionary to 

compile your own vocab list of useful key words 

and phrases for the above topic. 

 Compare with the module vocab sheet and 

amend / add to your own list. 

Spend at least 30 minutes on the above Quizlet 

link. 

 

Create a PowerPoint presentation to teach 

others the new vocab / structures / grammar 

from the above. 

 

Independent study tasks set via Teams - 

PowerPoint presentation /  Reading 

comprehension / writing / translation tasks  

 

Learn the meanings and spellings of the key 

vocab (from the above Quizlet list or the vocab 

list saved in Teams)                                                 

Complete Quizlet games and test  - aim for 

85%                                                             Use 

the key vocab and structures from this module 

to write your own extended sentences / 

paragraph / poster on this topic  (see vocab 

sheet)                                                

       Create a mind map (from memory) to test 

yourself on the key vocab / language 

                                                                                    

Assigned Kahoot 

            Verbs ending in -AR 

(languagesonline.org.uk)                              

Vocab - Use the Internet or a dictionary to 

compile your own vocab list of useful key 

words and phrases for the above topic. 

 Compare with the module vocab sheet and 

amend / add to your own list. 

Spend at least 30 minutes on the above 

Quizlet link. 

 

Create a PowerPoint presentation to teach 

others the new vocab / structures / grammar 

from the above. 

 

Independent study tasks set via Teams - 

PowerPoint presentation /  Reading 

comprehension / writing / translation tasks  

 

Learn the meanings and spellings of the key 

vocab (from the above Quizlet list or the 

vocab list saved in Teams)                                                 

Complete Quizlet games and test  - aim for 

85%                                                             

Use the key vocab and structures from this 

module to write your own extended sentences 

/ paragraph / poster on this topic  (see vocab 

sheet)                                                      

Create a mind map (from memory) to test 

yourself on the key vocab / language 

                                                                                    

Assigned Kahoot 

 

https://youtu.be/IoJmchlWJks
https://www.languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Presente/2.htm
https://www.languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Presente/2.htm


 

 

 

 What you can do if 

you are stuck 

Please see the vocabulary list and vocab test preparation sheet for this topic. These 

are saved in G:\Languages\Key MFL Documents for Pupils and Parents, also on the MFL 

page of the school website and in your class’s Microsoft Teams. 

Look carefully through your book / vocab sheets to find previously taught vocabulary, 

phrases and grammar you need to adapt, eg. connectives, adjectives. Look at model 

sentences and paragraphs in the resources you are sent and adapt those rather than 

starting from scratch. 

Avoid internet translators as it doesn’t show us what you can do for yourself. If we 

can see where you are having difficulty, then we are more able to help you. 

You can also ask any questions to your teacher through SMHW or email. Please be as 

specific as you can so we can support you. 

file://///amazon/groupdirs/Languages/Key%20MFL%20Documents%20for%20Pupils%20and%20Parents

